
Online Scheduling for Patients *

Now, patients can schedule their own appointments from home or anywhere using a computer, phone or tablet.

They simply click a link on your website or log into their MyPatientSite portal account and choose the day and

time and the appointment is automatically inserted into your EZBIS appointment schedule.

Advanced technology

only shows the patient

the time slots that are

actually available. The

online scheduling can

be configured in many ways to suit the needs and preferences for your office.

You can determine which providers allow online scheduling and how far in

advance the appointments can be scheduled. Both established patients and

new patients can schedule their own appointments. After new patients

schedule appointments you can even have them fill out their intake

information to be automatically imported into EZBIS!

A notification appears in the Front Desk screens to alert staff that new online appointments have been

scheduled. This new online scheduling capability is a tremendous time-saver for your office staff!

* Online scheduling and the MyPatientSite patient portal are bonus features that are available to EZBIS users either with

annual service agreements or those who are hosted on the EZBIS Cloud.
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New Weekly View of Appointments

A new “Week” view has been added to the EZBIS Front Desk module. Now, you can see a whole week at a glance.

Simply select the provider (or resource) from the drop-down list to see the weekly schedule.

From this screen, you can do scheduling or perform any of the functions that are available in the “Book” view.

Improvements to Electronic Health Records

New “Add Blank” and “Copy Previous” buttons in EHR

Several of the sections in the EHR module now have “Add Blank” and “Copy Previous” buttons. This gives you the

option to add a new blank Onset, History,

ROS, Diagnosis and Care Plan, or copy the

information from the previous one.

Acupuncture - The Acupuncture feature

now includes more meridians, including

auricular meridians.

Body Chart Ribs View - Specific ribs can now be selected when treating a patient using the Body Chart.

Procedure Codes in Notes - Indicate

the procedure codes performed when

printing notes for a patient.

Subjective Complaints Custom

Sentences - Now, you can add multiple

sentences for non-intelliphrase grammar

to Subjective complaints.



Family Payments

In the new version 12.1, when a family comes

in for treatment on the same day, it is

possible to enter a single payment for the

entire family and allocate the appropriate

amounts to each family member. This is

particularly handy when using one of the

integrated credit/debit card services that

EZBIS offers. Rather than entering a separate

payment and credit card

transaction for each family

member, a single credit or debit

card charge is performed.

However, the use of the family

payment is not limited to credit

and debit card transactions. It can

be used for any payment type,

including cash or checks.

First, you create “families” by

linking accounts together in the

“Contacts” tab in the Filing

module. Then when you check

out any of those family members,

you are prompted to enter a

family payment and allocate

payment amounts to each family

member that was treated that day.

Credit Card Surcharges

It is becoming increasingly common for patients to be charged a surcharge for credit card purchases. Version 12.1

now allows for surcharges with our Payment Innovators integrated credit card service.

Large Co-pay Improvement

Changes in insurance plans have created situations in which the co-pay for a service can exceed the amount of

the initial service charged for a visit. Now the co-pay will carry over to the subsequent charges for the day.

Provider Codes

In version 12.0, EZBIS added a place to record the primary care physician information. 12.1 now adds the

additional to save the information for each physician for future use so that you can choose the doctor from a list.

Insurance Reprocessing Improvements

Reprocessing insurance claims can be challenging for certain circumstances, such as when you want to re-bill a

single service from a prior claim, or split a claim into two separate claims. EZBIS 12.1 gives you ways to easily

handle these situations plus lots more. Re-processing insurance claims is now faster and easier!
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